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5 Year Limited Warranty 

 
 
Subject to the limitations and conditions described below, MORBERN, INC. warrants to its 
customers who are manufacturers of boats, marine seats or boat trim component parts 
(“Customers”) that MORBERN, INC. will replace original equipment marine quality upholstery 
vinyl coated fabrics (“Product”), if failure is noted during normal use due to defects in materials 
during the period of five years from the production date of a boat or completed boat trim 
component part containing MORBERN, INC. product. Evidence of the claim must be submitted 
through the original purchaser of the Morbern product.  Morbern asserts the right to inspect and 
evaluate the material claimed to be defective. The criterion for evaluation is based on Morbern’s 
published specification for each product.  If it is determined that the material is defective, 
Morbern will arrange for the most suitable resolution of the claim. The claim may include 
compensation for Material, Parts and Labor; during the first three years, with a limit of twenty 
dollars (US $20.00) per linear yard. During the fourth and fifth years Morbern will replace its 
product, but will pay no other costs. Under no circumstances shall Morbern be liable for 
incidental or consequential damages. Certain clothing and accessory dyes (such as those used 
on denim jeans) may migrate to lighter colors. This phenomenon is increased by humidity and 
temperature and is irreversible. 
 
Morbern Inc., reserves the right to deny claims when the material meets the published 
performance specifications or when failure is due to misuse, negligence, accident, vandalism, 
use of cleaning procedures or products not specifically recommended by Morbern, or 
unauthorized modification of the product.  
 
The Morbern, Inc. warranty covers staining resulting from mildew growth on adjacent 
components, commonly referred to as “pink stain”. Compliance with a written conformance 
program documented to Morbern’s satisfaction and approved in writing by Morbern is required. 
To be eligible, Customer’s conformance program must include the following: 

 Upholstery must be properly maintained. Abuse and neglect are excluded from 
coverage. 

 All adjacent and component parts must be treated to resist fungal growth. 
 Treatment to pass ASTM G21 and ASTM 1428 must be verifiable. 

 
MORBERN MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
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